It has been observed that the spontaneous-emission lifetime of Rydberg atoms is shortened by a large ratio when these atoms are crossing a high-Q superconducting cavity tuned to resonance with a millimeter-wave transition between adjacent Rydberg states.
If the cavity is resonant with a transition between two atomic levels, the partial. spontaneous emission rate associated with the transition is multipl. ied by 71", = 3QX'/4E'v where Q is the cavity qual. ity factor, v its volume, and X the transition wavelength.
This effect, first discussed in the context of radio frequencies by PurceI. l (Fig. 1, line b) . The resulting electrons are detected by an electron multiplier (Fig.   1, line c) . The detection procedure is time analyzed in Fig. 2 (Fig. 1, line a) .
The experimental. resul. ts are displayed in Fig.   3 . In Fig. 3, traces a, It is important to realize that the condition Nx(1 (N =1, 2, 3 
